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Check Out the Special Classes
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February’s sampler in our spotlight, a
new reproduction from Vickie &
Maegan/NeedleWorkPress, is the
perfect sampler for Valentine month, with
Mary’s red dress & slippers, red rose, &
cherubs. And the lawn animals and birds
add additional whimsy.
I wish that all of you could see this
reproduction in person ~ its petite size
(approx 10 7/8 x 9 3/4) adds to its charm
and makes it so doable!
If it looks at all familiar to you, it
may be because a very similar sampler in
the Whitman Sampler Collection of the
Philadelphia Museum of Art by Sovine
Palphreyman was re produced by
HandWork in 1999.
From Mary’s chart: “Both samplers
feature a prominent girl dressed in red
and standing in a green lawn flanked on
each side by trees. Both girls hold flowers
in their hands and are wearing their
signature red beads and slippers.”
Please go here to view Sovine’s
sampler in The Philadelphia Museum of
Art’s collection on line.

In February save 15% on
purchasing 2 or 3:
* the chart ($18)
* the charted overdyed
silk set ($101.25)
* your choice of linen
count (for example, 40c
w/2” margins = $17)
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As an Attic Addicts Club member, save
15% on the following during February:
* All NeedleWorkPress Charts (to view their designs, please go
here or here where you will have to select “NeedleWorkPress” in
the online catalogue
* Picture This Linens (In-Stock & Custom cuts)
* All Hand-Dyed Silks
Saturday, February 16, Punch Needle Basics, 10:30-12:30. Several
of you have been asking for this class, so we hope you can join Christy to
learn this fun, fast and easy centuries-old technique and see a number of
her beautifully finished models featuring a variety of finishing techniques.
for you to learn this fun, fast, and easy centuries-old technique. Details
about the class project will be included in our next newsletter, as well as the
fee, which will include everything you need to get started: #3 Punchneedle,
special locking hoop, design printed on weaver's cloth, and a threadkit, and
you will also receive a 10% discount on all supplies ~ patterns, thread, etc.
~ for your next punchneedle project(s).

Saturday, February 16, Our Semi-Annual Framing Frenzy. This is
your opportunity to save 20% on your custom framing order, including
frame, mat, and fillets, when you let Sandy use her expertise in selecting the
perfect frame to enhance your needlework. Give her your budget, your likes
and dislikes (“I don’t like gilded, but I love primitive”), make a $20 deposit,
and she will do the rest. The discount does not apply to the framing labor
charge nor to readymade frames. All orders will be processed in the order
received, and orders with deadlines are ineligible for the FF discount.
Additionally, you should know that any non-FF incoming orders will
receive preference in the order of completion, which makes it difficult to
give a time estimate, but to save the 20% it is important that you
understand the order of completion.
Sunday, February 17, Sampler Sunday, 1-4:00. We’re now back on
track with the third Sunday of the month, an afternoon for samplermakers
to gather to share our passion, and I hope a few of you can join us. Linda
will be back from her visit to the Call/e-mail to register. Fee $10
Thursday, February 21, with checkout on Sunday, February 24, The
Attic’s Annual Junipine Retreat Waiting list only for this year. Fee: $300

We still have some BCRF cookbooks left.
Support a great cause (all net proceeds go to breast
cancer research) by buying a copy(s) of the Recipes
for a Cure cookbook for a donation of $14.95 (or
more) with fabulous time-tested recipes as well as
complimentary designs from 11 designers.
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Saturday, March 2, 10:30-12:30, Beginning
Linen This class is appropriate for both beginning
stitchers and anyone wishing to refine their skills.
The class project is Linda’s Tulip needlebook
design, and the $30 fee includes her expert
instruction + all project materials.
Saturday-Sunday, March 2-3, Nashville Needlework Market One of
my most favorite parts of my job: going to market to see all that’s new, in
person, not on a computer screen, visit with the lovely and talented people
who are a part of this industry, and shop, shop, shop ~ so that you can . . .
. . . shop, shop, shop on Saturday, March 9, Nashville
Market Day, with doors opening at 9 AM for our Attic
Addict members and at 10 AM for the general public.
Saturday, March 16, Stuffed Stand-Up, 10:30-12:30.
Here’s
another class that several of you have been asking for. Christy has
scheduled it, and we hope this date and time will work with yours. Class
fee includes instruction and all finishing materials except your chosen
backing fabric. Fee $30.

November
November 2013 ~ Jackie du Plessis/
Now that the Sampler
Symposium is past, we can focus on other 2013 events, including Jackie’s
visit. We’ll be including dates and details very soon for these classes.

A wonderful book for your library . . .
. . . if you’re a sampler lover (and I’m
sure you are if you’re reading this
newsletter) for many reasons, not the
least of which is the exquisite samplers
that it features: Imitation and Improvement:
The Norfolk Sampler Tradition, $93.
To help you with your purchasing
decision, take a peek inside the cover of
this very well-written 350+-page book by
going here ~ but be patient while it loads!
And as you begin to read, “The year is 1797 and England is at war with
Spain and France . . .” it takes you right there, with vivid images of the
political, business and social scenes at the time, as well as what they
were eating: “At this particular dinner he partakes of fried eels, boiled
pork and greens, hashed calf ’s head, a couple of chickens boiled, and
apple dumplings followed by coffee, tea and cards, where he wins two
shillings at the game of loo.” And then there are the beautiful samplers!
Oh, my!
Drawing on 10 years of research, this book provides much insight
into the culture which shaped these unique samplers and is a must for
your library if you’re a sampler lover.
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The verses on “Ann Bowers”
Arise Awake Your Lamps to Take
And Do No Longer Slumber You
Must Then Trim To Waite on Him
Unto His Wedding Chamber * Ann
Bowers Her Sampler Made In The 13
Year of Her Age * * W X Y Z
Love Thou The Lord And He Will
Be A Tender Father Unto The WXY

“Ann Bowers” Our 2013 Attic Stitch-Along
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Suggested February Stitching: Work the lovely carnation band, the two rows of script alphabets, the dividing
bands that separate them, as well as that portion of the outside borders. Please note that the arrow pointing to the
carnation on the far left is to alert you to the fact that that motif is not centered, like the others in that row, but is
offset to the left one stitch. I used the wrong green in the motif following the script “L” ~ I may leave it as it is.
I am so enjoying my time spent with
this sampler.
The floral bands
especially are stunning, and I love the
colors Ann chose to use in the
flowers and buds. I am truly looking
forward to the next floral band!

Ann Bowers Sampler
Joanne provides the following information
in the kit: “Ann Bowers was born in
Newport on June 18th, 1734. She was the
daughter of Jonathan Bowers, a builder of
boats, and Mary Boss. We know that the
family were members of the Quaker
Society of Friends in Newport. Perhaps
due to the economic devastation
experienced in Newport during the
American Revolution and the death of her
father, Ann and her mother moved to
Swansey, Massachusetts in 1780. We have
no further genealogical information to
glean on the remainder of Ann’s life.”
Stitches used in this piece are cross
stitch over two threads, cross stitch over one
thread, back stitch, satin stitch, Algerian
eye, and queen stitch.
On 35c linen,
sampler size is 9 3/4 x 21 1/2; on 40c linen,
8 1/2 x 18 3/4.
The kit is available on 35c linen with
DMC ($80) or 35c or 40c linen with silk
($150). I’m stitching mine with silk on 40c.

The instructions suggest
using two strands of floss. I
suggested that on 35c it
could be a personal choice
to use one.
However,
Shirley phoned and said
that in using the #4 color,
ecru, as one strand, it was
blending into the fabric too
much. She wondered if
anyone else had run across
that and, if so, if they
made any changes.

Lori emailed: If you are willing, I hope you might share some of your stitching
experience and habits during the stitch-along. Why do you stitch right-to-left? Do you
use any kind of thread conditioner, like Thread Heaven? Do you stitch in hand or use
a frame? What kind of frame?

I am happy to answer Lori’s questions (more next time). I find that over the span of the past 25 years
I’ve changed several things. I began stitching from right to left in the mid ‘80s because, as admittedly
one of Darlene O’Steen’s groupies, I wanted to be just like her, and she stitched from right to left, so I
changed! With that change, I began crossing each stitch, and that worked well when the overdyed
threads became a part of our world.
I began using a hoop last year, partly to open up the holes (before the cataract surgery), but mostly
to emulate several others who used hoops and who seemed to stitch like the wind. I got used to using
the hoop and found it difficult to go back to my “old ways” ~ but last week, when stitching the floral
band, I took off the hoop as I moved from flower to flower, and it again became a comfortable thing.
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New from Country Cottage Needleworks
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Above from the left: “Let Love Bloom” $8 ~ and 3rd in Nikki’s Santa’s Village Series, “North Pole Post Office” $6, with the Dear-Santa
letters hanging from the wires. How adorable is the Tiny Dove weathervane button from Just Another Button Company. The silks shown
on the right are our conversions for the overdyed threads used through the entire series. ($120.50).

Little House Needleworks’ Hometown Holiday . . .
Little House Needleworks’
Little Sheep Virtues

We’ve taken the DMC thread list for this
entire series & converted it to overdyed
cottons ($31.50) ~ and also did a fabric
layout for those wanting to stitch it all on
one piece of fabric, with 3 across and 4
down as suggested by the designer ~ it
will fit on a Stitcher’s Quarter of Lakeside
with a goodly amount across the bottom
for an ornament or two.

1st
Chart
Coming late
February

. . . is a charming new series coming from
one of your very favorite designers, and
here’s what Diane tells us about it: It's a
little town stitched in little crosses! We're making
each of the designs into stand-up cubes. When the
first design releases I will also provide you with a
photo tutorial that will show you just how easy
these are to make. If you have never made one
before . . . don't fear the process! They are so
simple that even if you've never crafted before, this
won't be a problem.
Each design is stitched on 30c . . . . You can
of course use whatever fabric you wish but be sure
to contrast the snow. . . . . and we'll have a lot of
that!
The first design is called "My House," which
features an area for you to stitch your name or other
wording. We have provided the alphabet. The
second release is called "Main Street Station." The
third, because we need people in our hometown is
called "Caroling Quartet.” Loads of stitching fun
ahead!
These designs can also be framed, or if
stitched really small, made into ornaments. The
choice as always is yours to make.
More to follow. . . . . stay tuned!
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New from Lizzie Kate

Above, the newest Flip-It Series, Jingles, is adorable as individual
ornaments or, right, framed and stitched on one cut of fabric. Each chart
(“Deck the Halls” ~ “Noel” ~ “HoHoHo Holiday”) $4.50 includes a
tiny button embellishment. Go here for the Free Border Pattern.

Above, the latest Snippet, “Spring String” $4
Below left, “Promise Me” $8 and, below right, the newest Inspiration Boxer, B42, “As For
Me and My House,” and its bonus Thread Tag, w/30c linen + embellishments, $16
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Some New “Love” in Our Attic

Clockwise from the left: Threadwork Primitives’ “Sweetheart Tree
Pouch” $10 ~ Sandra/Homespun Elegance’s “Wondrous
Love” $6 (antique brass heart charm $1) ~ Silver Creek
Samplers’ “Forever Love” $10 ~ Misty Hill Studio’s “One
Loving Heart” $10 ~ we showed you Abby Rose Designs’ “Love
One Another” $8.50 in December, but it’s so perfect for a February
stitch, and it’s a lovely sampler with a sweet pincushion small!

Below from the left, Tempting Tangles Designs’ “Cheerful-Up Valentine” $13.50 ~ Alessandra
Adelaide Needleworks’ “Lace Heart” $16.50, perfect for your favorite linen + silk, and not
new but one I’ve always loved, from Pineberry Lane, “Token of Love Redwork Sampler” $11

, Mesa, AZ Toll-Free: 1.888.94-ATTIC (1.888.942.8842) www.atticneedlework.com
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More New in Our Attic
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Clockwise from above: Imaginating’s “Let’s Do Wine” $6 ~
Lila’s Studio’s Third in the Verses for Stitchers Series, “Stitch
Often” $10 ~ Threadwork Primitives’ “Worke #4 Ohio
Treasure” $12, an antique needlework adaptation, reproduced
from an original sampler in the Wisconsin Historical Society
Collection ~ Heartstring Samplery’s “Sarah E. Schall 1850
& Sarah’s Companion,” Two faithfully reproduced antique
samplers, $10 (what a bargain!) ~ The Silver Lining’s
“Geraniums” $9, inspired by Catherine Klein’s beautiful
artwork ~ “Vintage Lilies Needlework Tools” (including a
Sudberry box, a pinkeep & a scissor holder) $8 from From the
Heart ~ and “George Washington” $7.50 from Dames of the
Needle/Finger Work in their Americana Series
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Clockwise from above: “Peter Penguin,” the newest pincushion design from Just
Another Button Company (he has cold feet, but a very warm heart!), available as a
complete kit (wool, roving, buttons, pins) for $39 or as a pattern w/buttons & pins,
$29 ~ Silver Creek Samplers’ “Hope of the Heart” $10 ~ The Stitching
Parlor’s “Her Royal Highness” $20, presented in a sewing box from Harbor Freight,
Item #95777, found under “Household” category online or in their retail stores ~
“Getting Things Done” $4 from Cross-Point Designs ~ “Lady Vivien” $15 from
Cross Stitching Art ~ AND the latest issue of Sampler & Antique Quarterly, #70, the
Spring 2013 issue $6.99, features a gorgeous sampler on its cover with its queen-stitch
floral border, in springtime colors, two more reproduction samplers inside, and an
article by Joanne Martin Lukacher on Norfolk samplers, a prelude to her fabulous
book, Imitation and Improvement: The Norfolk Sampler Tradition (see page 2 for more.)
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New in Erica Michaels’ Petites Collection
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Each chartpack includes a cut of 40c silk gauze, full-page charts, clear stitching instructions, tips and stitch diagrams, as well
as diagrams and instructions for preparing the gauze for stitching (mounting it on muslin). If you prefer, for a small labor
charge Sandy can mount your gauze on a matboard. In any case, the gauze needs to be mounted before stitching on it.

Above, “Golden Rule Days” $15 features
a charming little sampler rendition of
the schoolyard, complete with slate
board markings across the bottom.

Above, completing the These Three Remain Series is “Love” $15,
charted for 2 colors of Belle Soie ~ and, below, the other 2 in
this series, each $15, also charted for 2 colors of Belle Soie.

Above, “This Day Forward” $15 is a
simple and classic wedding sampler
with an opportunity for
personalization with initials and a year.

New from With My Needle/Ellen Chester

Left, “Tell Me Ye Knowing” $14, an
original design from Ellen, with a familiar
and charming verse often found on old
samplers. Ellen’s, and others’, research as
to its origin remains a mystery.
Right, “Mini Quaker Samplings” $12,
stitched in overdyed cotton on Lakeside
Linens. Ellen very cleverly stitched her first
initial in both samplers in a 4-sided stitch.
These would be lovely also in your favorite
color if it doesn’t happen to be blue!
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More Great New Stuff in Our Attic
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Above and below, the overdyed silk conversion
we’e done ($151.75) using five different silk
types, photographed on a variety of Lakeside
colors. My favorite is the darker one shown
below ~ the red, I think, will look stunning on
that rich color. But each one will be lovely.
How can it not be with this stunning sampler?

Above, from Gigi R, “The Red Deer Sampler” $22 is a reproduction of a Dutch
sampler. The original was stitched on canvas with wool threads. The sampler features a
fabulous red stag, a number of flower pots, and four rather inconspicuous birds. From
the line of letters at the bottom of the sampler it’s difficult to know their exact meaning.
There are two dates on the sampler, 1861 stitched between the stag’s antlers and 1866 in
the lower right corner. Maybe that tells us when it was started and completed?

Above, from Stacy Nash, “Butternut Tavern” $12 is stitched in
overdyed cottons and, surprisingly, we’ve done a conversion to
silk overdyes ($53.50) ~ shown above on a 40c Lakeside fabric.
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Left, “The Flock” is now finished
with the release of “Checkerboard
Bird” ($10.25 w/buttons), right.
Isn’t the whole piece fabulous, and I
love it stitched on Weeks Red Pear.

Left & below: “Fun Every Day!
Perpetual Calendar” with a chart
for each month ($8), now available
t h r o u g h Ju n e , s t i t c h e d o n
perforated paper and mounted on
die-cut tags (50/$14.90) and
displayed on Ackfeld’s hand-crafted
metal calendar holder (special
order, $24) Shown beginning at the
left, January, February, March,
April, May & June.

Above, “Witch’s Pantry” a series of six charts w/
buttons ($8 - $13 each, depending on design),
stitched on Weeks 30c Peoria Purple, shown
displayed on an Ackfeld hand-crafted metal table
stand w/Haunted House Topper ($40), in stock
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January’s Sampler Sunday Show & Share
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Above, Carol’s “Ann A. Tarbox Sampler,” a
now-out-of-print reproduction from Hillside
Samplings ~ the bird on it is fabulous!

Above, Evelyn’s and Brenda’s “Lord’s Prayer” $16 by My
Big Toe Designs; Evelyn’s is on 40c & Brenda’s is on 32c.
Above, Brenda’s ornament of the month, from a
complimentary chart from ??? ~ and, below, Brenda’s start
on “The Mary Baker Sampler” from The Scarlet Letter

Right, Jan’s so-charming
house on “Our Home
Sewing Box” from
Blackbird Designs’ “For
My Friend” $27

Evelyn loves to stitch alphabets, and this one will be fun to follow her
progress on ~ it is stunning now! Reflets de Soie’s “Passion”
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More from Sampler Sunday Show & Share
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Above, Linda’s “Heaven & Nature Sing” $9 from With Thy Needle
& Thread and, below, her great start on the Button Lovers Brag
Book project, a Sherri Jones class at our Symposium in January.

Janet, Sheri &
Tamami are doing
their own StitchAlong of Gigi R’s
“Isabella Fox,” inset
below, and each is on
different fabric ~ I
took the photos from
across the room.
Okay, next time it will
be up close and
personal so we can see
them more clearly!

Above, Helen’s gorgeous “Spanish Sampler” $12 from
Page Dorsey/The Samplar Workes ~ retirement is
grand when its product is such beautiful needlework!

Sheri’s

Tamami’s

Janet’s
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Our Customers Share
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Clockwise from above: Sharon’s stunning sampler, as the winning bidder of
this lovely donation at this past year’s Silent Auction for Breast Cancer
Research ~ Ardeth, a one-time local needleworker now living in the
Northwest, still stays in touch, and we’re grateful she shared a photograph
of her lovely sampler before she shipped it off to her son and daughter-inlaw for their 25th wedding anniversary ~ Rhonda’s over-one-on-28c
“Silent Night” $8 from Country Cottage Needleworks

Beautiful skies and gorgeous sunsets are just a few of the wondrous things that are part of our life in Arizona. The double rainbow late in the afternoon of
Sampler Sunday was the first I’d seen since leaving Hawaii almost a year ago ~ and the brilliant sunset was captured on a daily trip to the post office.
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